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AN UP-TO DATE ADVERTISING MEDIUM

Maguire, the Shpeist
Y

fore stock ■

Has in stock a large and
entirely new assortment
of Fall and Winter
Footwear for Women, Hisses
and Children
Comprising theLe France shoes in
Button and Lace. Patent leather,
Vici Kid and Gun Metal, Cloth and
Calf tops, also skating and walking
boots—extre high—tan and black.
Again—Flexible sole kid shoes for
tender feet and Tan Buck button
boots as comfortable as a boot can
be made—a shoe that will be worn
much this winter.
One good feature of our service is
individual attention given by ex
pert shoe fitters.

Opposite McArthur Library

Maine

Biddeford

T.L. Evans & CO
Marked Down
SNOW SHOES

$3.00
$4.00

$4.00 ones
$5.00 ones
SKIS

$1.26 5-foot skis
SNOW SHOVELS

25c wooden shovels,
size 11x14
50c iron shovels

15c
39c

Walk cleaners

Made of wood to push snow off side
walks and piazzas, etc.
Were 50c, marked to
TOWELS

10c huck guest towels, reduced to 5c
CLOTHES LINE

100 feet of sisal line, worth 50c,
marked to
25c
MOUSE TRAPS

The snap kind, regular price 2 for
5c, marked to
lc
INVISIBLE HAIR PINS

5c boxes reduced to
lc packages

lc
5 for lc

ALARM CLOCKS

The large $2.50 kind,
reduced to

$1.98

WATER PAILS

Made of extra heavy galvanized iron
with wood handle, worth 50c,
reduced to
35c
BATH ROOM MIRROR

Size 10x17 inches, heavy plate glass,
white enameled frame,
98c
worth $1.25
DUSTLESS DRY MOPS

Worth 50c at
conoiNATiON gahe

Boards

Crokinole and 19 other games,
worth $1.50 at $1.25
Ouija Boards
$1.00 and $1.25

T.L. Evans & Co
DEPARTMENT store
7 razor
1er than
cist, 236

PRICE, THREE CENTS

ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED

Association Football
Maine State League

You’ll Forget Ail
About Spring Fever

Local Notes

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE

Men and Boys

Dr. and Mrs. J; Starr Barker are
Another one ¡of Maine’s great annual
visiting friends at Washington, D. C. State boys’ conferences which have be
The officials of the above League York District Lodge of Good Tem come world famed in history. While
held their meeting last Sunday at Ken plars meet with Whipple lodge of Kit Lewiston-Auburn , could not entertain
You’ll quickly forget about nebunk and drew up their schedule for tery today.
the number of fellows which Portland
Spring fever when you drop the season of 1914, as follows—
Young man wants position to take was able to last winter, yet the gather
April 4, Sanford vs. Kennebunk
care of furnaces. References. Apply ing as a whole was much stronger and
into Fiske’s Drug store and April
4, Saco Hearts vs. Springvale
more definite results were noticed by
to
J. Curren, Mousam house.
11 Kennebunk vs. Sacred Hearts
have a delicious soda. One April
April 11, Springvale vs. Sanford
Herbert E. Day attended in Augusta the 1026 delegates and leaders who at",
18, Sanford vs. Saco Hearts • today a meeting and banquet of the tended. Kennebunk’s and Ogunquit’s
of our sodas will make you * April
April 18, Kennebunk vs. Springvale
Maine agents of the Peerless Casualty fourteen representatives proved a credit
feel sprightly and satisfied. April 25, Kennebunk vs. Sanford
^o their^respective towns and were not
April 25, Springvale vs. Saco Hearts “Company?
found wanting on any of the tests.
When you have something May
2, Saco Hearts vs. Kennebunk
While entering a house at Kennebunk Many have /the impression that the
May 2, Sanford vs. Springfield
particular that you want to' May
Beach last week Wednesday, Miss M. boys go there each yelar just for any
9, Sanford vs. Saco Hearts
May 9, Kennebunk Vs. Springvale
E. Moore, the district nurse, fell and outing, but if any doubter could drop Progressive Caucus Sat
talk over with a friend, just May
16, Sanford vs. Kennebunk
broke her arm.
in to a session or two he would be con
urday Night
May 16, Saco Hearts vs. Springvale
invite them to come with May
23, Kennebunk vs. Saco Hearts
During theCseVere storm of Saturday vinced at once that they are there for
you to the Fiske fountain May 23, Springvale vs. Sanford
the local telephone operatives received business, and that business is to learn
A specfe.1 meeting of the Progressive
May 30, Kennebunk vs. Sanford
where you can enjoy an May 30, Saco Hearts vs. Springvale over 1200 caljis from 8 a. m to mid how to, live better lives and to be of club will be held at heädquarters to
more service to the dther fellow. Over morrow (Thursday night. )
night, more than the usual number.
Sept. 5, Sanford vs. Kennebunk
agreeable chat and a de Sept.*
5, Springvale vs. Saco Hearts
200 of the fellows took a stand for Caucus Saturday night at Town hall.
Miss
Helen,
Melcher,
who
underwent
12, Saco Hearts vs. Kennebunk
licious soda at the same Sept.
Christian living. Reports of the confer
an operation at her home on Green St. ence
Sept. 12, Springvale vs. Sanford.
are to be given in the three local The official call for the State Progres
Sept. 19, Springvale vs. Kennebunk last week is slowly improving. Dr. Lord churches represented next Sunday. sive Convention has beenY.issued for
time.
Sept. 19, Saco Hearts vs. Sanford
Those attending from . Kennebunk
On Sept. 26 there will be a competi has the case. Her many friends wish were Donald Grant, Frank Sanborn, Bangor, March 24.
tion started for a cup which is being her a speedy recovery.
John Darvill, Ralph Davis, Gail Bos
donated by the president of the league.
ton, Albert Waddington, Theodore
Elmer
and.
Ethel
Roberts
returned
Fixtures will be arranged later. There
Cousens, Hobart Kilgore, Geprge
from
their
Washington
trip
last
Friday
will also be a meeting of the Kenne
Prescription Druggist
W. T. Kilgore, C. F. Hosmer.
bunk A. F. C. on Thursday; Feb. 26, at night. During their three nights stay, in Cousens,
Those from Ogunquit were Russell
7.30
p.
m.
All
interested
are
requested
Ross Blk “On the corner” Kennebunk
New York they were guests of Mr. and Perkins, Robert Smith, Elliot Staples,
to attend.
Mrs. Winfield Blumenstock. (nee Verna ReV,. Mr. Kinley.
A 'basketball festival has been
B. Smith.)
arranged for next Monday evening in
Methodist Church News
West Kennebunk
.Children’s Day which was to have Mousam opera house to pay for the new
which is so heartily appreci
In spite of the difficult traveling fifty
The pastor, Rev. S. E. Leech, be been observed Monday, Feb. 23. by the chandelier
ated. The Shooting Stars, Town Team
Webhannet
club,
has
been
indefinitely
people got out to the afternoon meet gan revival meetings last week, but
and Royal Stars all play and a lot of
ing.
Mr. Leech preached on “Re the intense cold and blocking storm postponed. Program for March 2 will interest is being aroused in the con
opened Wells. ” Miss Gertrude Young limited the attendance' and results. be given Feb, 23 at the home of Mrs. tests.
The union banquet to be held by the
Because of these conditions and illness George E. Cousens.
sang a solo.
Kennebunk, Kennebunkport and Wells
in
the families of sevferal of the active Mousam Lodge, I. O. O. F., worked high
The evening meeting was' social and
school fellows, Thursday evening,
Mr. Leech gave a talk on “Confessing workers the extra meetings have been the second degree last night, Frater- promises to a most enjoyable affair.
discontinued. There , was no meeting mty lodge of Woodfords will work the Some of the high school fellows met
Christ. ”
Mr. Cotton-at tne State boys’ confer
Owing to the storm the Bible study on Sunday as the streets were impass third degree at Mousam opera house, ence and heard him speak there. They
able
for
most
of
the
day.
Friday
nigne.
A
banquet
will
be
served
class was postponed for one week.
all agree that we are lucky to get him
On Tuesday evening cue Rev. D. B. at the close of the work.
for tne banquet address. A reception
Next Monday evening they will meet; at
him will be held at 6.45 o’clock in
the parspnage and review two weeks’ Holt was present at tne meeting and The following phones have been in to
the Baptist chapel and at 7.30 o’clock
' preached one of his grand sermons on stalled—F. W. Andrews, High street; adjournment
studies.
will be made to the vestry
The W. H. M. S. held a meeting for | “The Plan of Salvation Turough Christ Mrs. F. W. Andrews, York street; Miss dining hall. Nearly every fellow stu Retire from Republican
in the three schools is planning
work at the home of Miss Leona Moody is ooth Progressive and Perfect. ’ ’ Later Clara H. Me^erve, Miss Nellie Parsons,, dent
to attend and committees of the girls
Town Committee After
on Fletcher street, on Tuesday after he held tne Fourth Quarterly Confer xiign street; diner G. vvyman, will decorate the reception room and
ence pf tne year. Reports were re Ale wive; Fiske Drug ¡store.
noon.
dining hall with tne different school
Many Years of
ceived on ail tne lines of cnurch work
colors and help serve the banquet. This
Rev. D./B. Holt will hold the? Fourth and the ofneers and committees for tne 1 Mrs. Hnza1 Waterhouse passed zher will be the first triangle meet between
Activity
Quarterly Confetence this evening.
year were elected. Tnesp are for tne ninety-third pu tnday last, Friday, Feb. the three schools and the enthusiasm is ,
Special music has been arranged }
The monthly social of the Ladies’ Aid annual conference year peginning id. one nau many carus rrom ifieiius high.
Moderator—George A. Gilpatric.
Doth out 01’wwn and m. Mrs. vVater- for.
society will be held on Thursday even April 20th. The list is as foiiows:—
Selectmen
—B. A. Smith of Portland
Monday
night
is
the
next
regular
I
»Stewards—A. J. Kmgnt, aistrict nouse is in good neai tn anu nas Deen meeting time of the inter-community I street, Everett Nason of West Kenne
ing at the home of the president, Mrs.
very
cuiii'i'ui\sjiUie
this
:
Win
1er.
Sunday senool teacher training class. bunk, Abner Bob th by, jr., of Lower
H. Augusta Lord on Brown, street. All steward, Eamupl JJowning, m. e. Har
Time, Village.
vey, L. B. Hacdh, recording steward,
are Invited.
J. J. Card, who nas cuyuuccéda méat Place, Mrs. George Cousens.
7.30 o’clock.
The class meetings held on Friday Pamelia Clark, Z. E. Jones, E. E. niaiKet anu grocery Sture mi iviain
The York County Sunday school ath Town Treasurer — Joseph D. Bragevenings at the vestry are open to all. Whitten. E. Bi Waterhouse, Angenette screfeu ior sederai years pasc, is ciósmg letic
league will hold anotner meet here don.
c
uiu ilio uasiiiesa, uaving purcnaseu this spring and plans are already being
A new feature of the meeting is a ques Junkins. ’
Tax Collector—W. iL Warren.
Trustees—A. J. Knight, Samuel x oung o HiarKcv ai XuiK Beatai. ivxr. made tor it all over the county. The
tion box which is conducted by the pas
Chief Engineer—William H. Little
tor. Several vital questions have been Downing, M. E. Harvey, E. B. Hatch, okiu wiii open uc xorK una weeK, out meet last tali started the interests and field.
now
it
is
growing
rapidly.
Pamehu
Clarke,
Z.
e
.
Jones,
J.
E.
ino xanmy wm remain in xkeniieounk
received and will be answered this
Superintending School CommitteeWaterhouse, U. A. Caine, J. M. Seeley. un cu «lune.
'
week.
Dr. E. S. Hawkes, W. K. Sanborn.
Sunday
School
Superintendent
—
“Spiritual Barrenness and . its
Selectman PerKins has been notified
Truant Officer—Charles Rose.
Sarah J. Noble.
Kennebunk Beach
Remedy” will be tue subject of the
by tne atace mgnway commission wat
Constables—H. K. Grant, Edwin I.
President
Ladies
’
Aid
Society
—
Zera
pastor’s sermon next Sunday.
nis proposition co ouild a state roaa
E. Jones.
Lillian H., infant daughter of Mr. Littlefield, P. D. Greenleaf, George
The evening meeting will be social
Foreign Missions—S. J. Noble, Sam irom tne junction of bummer and Port and Mrs. George Shaw, died last Fiske, E. L. Jones, Edward Blanchard,
with a talk by the leader on “Leaning uel Downing, M. E. Harvey,
land streets, southeasterly through the Wednesday, after a brief illness.
Edward , Kelley, Roscoe Littlefield,
toward Sodom or the Danger of Selfish Caine, L. A. Whitten.
Landing and to Kennebunkport, has
George Eurbish,
Arthur Hubbard, while packing ice,
Choices.”,
Town Committee—William H? Little^
Home Missions and Church Exten- been accepted. Work will probably Wednesday at John Wells’ ice pond,
field, chairman; Joshua Clank, Joshua
sion—S. J. Noble, Z. E. Jones, Katie begin this summer.
jammed one of his feet. Dr. Lord of
Rtissell, Walter Tripp, Charles K. Lit'
Allen, Catharine Downing, E. B. Water About 40 members of the Knights of Kennebunk was called.
Baptist Brotherhood
tiefield, E. L, Jones, John N. Balch»
house.
Pythias attended the Baptist church The Pine Sunday school was not in
Roscoe Littlefield. Attorney Clarence
Tracts—Annie M. Jones.
Sunday morning, it being observed all session last Sunday, owing to the bad
The Brotherhood met last evening
Webber, Albert; Littlefield, B. A.
Sunday Schools—L. B. Hatch, Alice over the country as an anniversary Sun traveling.
and had an interesting meeting. Officers
Smith, Abner Boothby, jr., Harold
~ day of that Society. Tomorrow night
were elected for the ensuing year and V. Seeley, Eleazer Clark, Mrs. W. R.
The W. P. M. Club met at Mrs. R. Bourne, D. F. Todthaker. ,,
in the lodge room the rank of Page will K. Wentworth’s, Wednesday.
were as follows: President, John E. Sanborn.
The features of the Republican call»
The
Temperance—J. M. Seeley,
be exemplified which will be.followed by next meeting will be at Mrs. Robert
Watsoh; George Tomlinson, vice presi
cus in town hall Tuesday,night at which
Caine,
Clement
Noble.
a banquet find speech making.
dent; Ralph Davis, secretary; Albert
Webber’s.
the above named candidates were nom
Education—Etta Allen, Myra Seelçy,
Waddington, treasurer. After electing
Dr. Scudder of New York City who The Alpha Club met as usual on inated were the refusal- of Asa A.
A./
E.
Waterhouse.
officers Albert Waddington gave a brief
at the home of» the president, Richardson and Homer T. Waterhouse
Frhed Men’s Aid Society—Lillian s to speak at the education al mass Friday
but interesting report of the State
meeting next week, Thursday evening Mrs. Johnson Moulton.
to longer serve as members of the town
Grant,
Fannie
Noble,
Pamelia
Clark.
boys’ conference at Lewiston-Auburn
in
Mousam
Opera
House
is
sure
to
at

Although
Saturday
was
committee,
the conditional acceptance
a
very
Church Records—U. A. Caine.
at which there were 821 boys in attend
tract a full house. He is a hard man to stormy day, the shoe repairing class of the nomination of chief engineer of
Auditor
—
John
B.
Waterhouse.
ance. The boys had a royal time and it
was in session at Mr. Paul Armiro’s.
the fire deparment by W. H. Littlefield
Parsonage and Furniture—L. B. book and Kennenbunk citizens should
is money well invested. An interesting
grasp
this
rare
opportunity
to
hear
such
Mrs. Gowen Moulton and daughter, who does not want the office.
Hatch,
Z.
E.
Jones,
U.
A.
Caine.
account was read by the president of
a man. Plans are on foot to decorate the Mrs. Chas. Currier, were guests of Twenty-four were present
pn organization in New York called .Church Music—E. L. Caine, L. B. hall in his honor.
Mrs» Lizzie Stevens of West Kenne The nbminating of two candidates for
bunk, recently.
,“Big Brothers” the work of which is Hatch, A. E. WaterhdUse.
the school board .showed that the Re
Estimating Committee—S a m u e 1 The funeral of Miss Eliza A. Rounds,
to care for boys who have been hailed
Several from this vicinity are attend
who died last week as a result of burns ing the lessors in Parliamentary law I publicans believed Mr. Sanborn was
before the courts for misdemeafior. ! Downing, L. B. Hatch, J. . M. Seeley.
Trier of Appeals—Samuel Downing. when her house was destroyed by fire at given by Mrs. French of Portland. The | illegally elected last Spring.
Brothers Leon Davis and Albert Wad
By a unanimous vote the re-appoint droodwin’s Mills, was held Friday after next meeting will be held at Farmers’ George
. , A. Gilpatric was
, chosen
-r-> zx chair•
dington were delegated to procure, lum
club
hall,
Friday
evening,
Feb.
.27,
at
man
of
the
caucus
and
C.
E. Currier
ment
of
Rev.
S.
E.
Leech
as
pastor
for
noon
at
the
home
of
her
sister,
Mrs.
ber for parallel bars and it is hoped
secretary^
Wormwood. Her age was‘83 years. 7.45. ■*
that next meeting night we shall have another year was requested.
The
body
was
placed
in
Hope
cemetery
“rings” swinging for the small fellows, j Rev. D. B; Holt was the guest of
On Sunday next Ralph Davis will give Mr. ¿nd Mrs. John B. Waterhouse on receiving tomb and will be taken tQ
Ruxton for burial.
his report of the boys’ conference to Tuesday night.
the Sunday school. Be sure and come.
Do you use safety razor? Don’t throw
On Friday of this week a Sunday school
away your old blades. Bring or mail
Local Motes
conference will be held in the Baptist
them. We sharpen old safqty razor
church afternoon and evening,
Kennebunk was snow bound Satur blades of any make to shave better than
FOR SALE AS A SPECIALTY THIS WEEK
hearty invitation is.extended to all to day, the snow storm being the worst hew. J. W. Mahoney, Pharmacist, 235
■ FIVE HUNDRED BOXES OF
be present.
since the blizzard of 1888. Traffic was Main street. Biddeford. Me. Adv.
suspended bn the steam and street rail
The annual entertahlment, fair and
roads, the 'local stores closed at 6 p. m.,
and the citizens had a hard time getting dance of the St. Monica’s . Catholic
Wells
CHOCOLATE COATED, PUT UP IN ATTRACTIVE RED BOXES
home. Sunday morning was bright and society ’was held in Mousam opera
DESIGNED ESPECIALLY FOR THEM
Washington^ and Lincoln’s birthdays fair, the roads and sidewalks were dug house Monday arid Tuesday evenings of
this.
week.
Owing
to
the
threatening
out
and
things
.'were
again
running
will be celebrated by the Women’s Re
storm the first night’s attendance was
lief corps in town hall, Monday evening, smoothly by Monday night.
not
as large as usual but Tuesday even
Feb. 23 at 8 o’clock. An entertainment The Centennial and Western schools
will be given by the school children I will remain closed until next Monday on ing there was a good crowd and every
followed ; by an address by Rev. John { account of the many cases of measles. thing found a ready sale. Dancing was I
Wilkins and Prof. Hendrickson of J' If 75 per cent, of the scholars report enjoyed until midnight. A number of
THE BOWDOIN PHARMACY
for session the schools will be reopened. local people received prizes. The hall I
Wells.
Some of the cases are reported as other and booths were attractively decorated, j
THE REXALL STORE’
than measles, of a more, serious nature *St. Monica's church and the word
and in the opinion of some citizens dras- ,I, “Welcome” forming the stage decora
tic measures should be taken by the
DO IT NOW
board of health toward the placing of a j tions and streamers with crosses deco- i
strict quarantine.
' rated the balcony.

V. Gilman Fiske

273 Main St.

side
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Kennebunk

Biddeford Me
245'247-251 Main St

ASA AND HOMER

¡

Bowdoin’s Pharmacy

T OFFER

JOHN F. DEAN
Dealer In

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers
I36 Main Street

Tel. 246-3

BiMeiorö

DINAN

bilie Jeweler and Optician
1125 Main St

Biddeford

Washington Marichino Chci ries

Regular Price Usually is 40c
Our Special Price

27c

i

■

I

'
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KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.

e
FINDS CLIMBING STEPS EASY TASK
men work in France, but more worn- .
en, also, than in the other great nations. In the United States 14 per
People who saw a five-ton truck
cent, of the female population, at the
latest available report, was engaged In. climbing the courthouse steps at Char
X
some gainful principal occupation; in lotte, Mich., could scarcely believe
?
❖
By CLAUDINE SISSON.
Great Britain, 24 per cent.; in Ger their eyes. But the big truck went
_
....
....................
'
$
up
with
perfect
many, 30 per cent., and in France,
ease, stopped and
nearly, 35 per cent.
backed down again
\
“Good lands, but I’ve kicked a cat!”
Peasant Woman Holds {he Purse.
3y IVJtLTER WILLIAMS, LL.D.
%
Miss Lysld Teller, stenographer in
The French peasant woman, as as easily as a per(Dean of the School ofJournalism ofthe Untversttu of Missouri)
the City and living with her mother
wife and mother, as village merchant
in a suburban village, had been one
and farm manager, is a most impor
of the last to leave the electric car,
tant personage. She holds the purse.
and in the gloom of a winter’s evening,
From ber savings came the enormous
her foot had struck something soft
*
FRANCE—WHICH PARIS IS NOT
indemnity which Germany exacted
and furry and kicked it. ahead of her.
from France after Sedan. Often a
“Here, pussy, pussy, pussy!”
Boulogne-s u r - is a notable exception. Here the shop-keeper, she is always a souBut pussy did not respond with a
Seine, France.— farmer continues to farm.
keeper.
Laboriousness and thrift;
meow or reproach that she had been
France surely
Peasant Farmers Land Owners.
characterize her daily life. Because of
laughs in her , The French peasant farmer must this toil and thrift France, in mate
kicked.
sleeve at her in not be associated with the German or rial resource, is a nation almost or
“My soul, but it’s a muff!”
terpreters from the British farm laborer. He is of a quite sufficient to itself.
So it was, and of the latest style
and mud, up steep and a very expensive one. Of course,
other lands. The different and a higher class. This
The thrift has been aided by the
grades and carry someone who had passed that way
majority of these difference is brought about, in a large fact, explanatory of much in present
ing its rated load had lost it.
interpreters, fas measure, by the fact that he is an France, that the French peasant is a
with ease. Its per
cinated by the al owner of the land, not merely a ten land owner. His problems of legisla
The next morning Miss Lysle asked
formance on the the car conductor, but he could not
luring gayety of ant. Sixty-three per cent, of the tion differ from those of his German
courthouse
steps,
the boulevards, French peasants are householders, and British neighbors. He has no land
help her out. She was carrying the
while spectacular, muff to the office with her, and on.
find in Paris the owning their homes, oftentimes “a question. He is occupied with doing A Four-Wheel-Drive Truck With One Motor Driving All
is really no more the car with her was a hatchet-faced
key to the French small thing but my own.” Revolution things, rather than ’with undoing
Four Wheels, Performs Unusual Feat.
difficult than tests young man who was given to induc
character.
Oth does not easily originate aniong the things inherited.
son would lower a basket of eggs. The successfully made in cross-coun tion and inference. HeVe was a girl
ers though, look- owners of homes. The French peas
Women Largely Self-Supporting.
ing beyond, antry are the conservative force in
The Frenqb woman shops with a car has a vertical engine placed under try drives, where it has been sent up whose outfit did not cost over $35,
sprinkle their in- the republic. It must not be inferred, market basket and not with a tele the seat, and sliding-gear transmis steep grades with 20 men on it, and and yet she was carrying a sable,
t erpretations however, that with them conservatism phone, that modern promoter of high sion. With 30 hp. and a four-wheel up some banks so steep that the men muff that must have cost hundreds.
with such adjec- spells stagnation. Though not a rev- prices. Essentially a home-maker and drive the truck appears to be a could scarcely hang onto the truck.—
When Miss Lysle left the suburban,
____ ___________ tives of descrip- olutionist, the French peasant is not a home-keeper,, she enjoys an eco sturdy traveler, going through sand Popular Mechanics.
car in the city the young man crowd
tion
as
light a reactionary. He is materially and nomic independence that her Angloed forward and lifted his hat andi
hearted, violate morally progressive! He thinks with Saxon sisters do not know. Many
said:
extravagant.
Others, ‘ seeing the a clearness that some philosophers French girls are self-supporting be
AUTO IN HIGH PLACE ‘Slit is about the muff I wish to speak
French Sunday, learning that in the might envy. He expresses himself fore marriage, and remain so .after
to you.”
* . ’
charming FrenchTanguage there is no with a grace and a precision that, in wards. Even where they do not
“O-h-h!”
word for home, observing the gay, herited by his children, gives them a earn their living, they have a dot or
“My sister will be so glad!” |
white ways of the cities, or reading birthright of speech in pulpit, tribune, dowry—for which the parents save
RANKED FOURTH AMONG GREAT
“Then it was your sister who—”
of a declining birth rate, quickly pro journalism, unsurpassed by any land. from the girl’s babyhood—and s'he This Is a Fault Which Many, Es
EST MODERN INVENTIONS.
“I was about to advertise the loss,
nounce France idle, undomestic, irre
pays her personal expenses from it.
Distinguished Sons of Peasants.
of the fur,” suavely observed the
pecially First Time Drivers,
ligious, immoral. Now France, curi
“It is rarely, indeed,” said a
young man.
It is not strange that Rochefort and
ously, is in many of her characteris Clemenceau, the journalist», Labori, French woman, “that one sees in
A young man who didn’t like the
Are
Addicted
To.
v
That
Its
Value
Is
Recognized
Is
Shown
tics the antitheses of these popular the advocate, Millet, the painter, Poin France the helpless, incompetent wom
look of the hatchet-faced one at all.
by
Rating
in
a
Contest
Re

and far-spread interpretations. To es care, Fallieres and Loubet, statesmen, an, who can turn her hand to noth
had halted! within hearing distance,,
cently Held.
timate her plac& and part in to-mor and a host of others, scientists, schol ing, having never learned to do one
and he now stepped forward and said
row’s world, a more nearly accurate ars, preachers, legislators, are the single thing well. Adaptable and en VALUE OF INSTRUCTION BOOK
to Miss Lysle:
That the automobile is regarded as
knowledge of her characteristics to sons of peasants. When the newly- ergetic, the French woman can do
“I beg your pardon, but is that
one of the highest types of modern in young man annoying you?”
day is of course necessary.
elected president of the third republic, most things in the most efficient man
Paris Vs. France.
“He claims that his sister lost thia
Emile Loubet, halted his triumphal en ner possible—her knowledge is never Fundamental Principles of Caring for ventions is well proven by the fapt
that it stood fourth in a contest held muff, and I don’t believe him.”
the Machine Once Learned, There
First, in judging France it must be try into Montelimar that he might em scrappy and wbat she knows she
recently by the Scientific American.
Should Be Little Trouble—
i “You found it, did you?”
kept in mind that Paris is not France. brace his peasant mothQ¿,. the inci knows consummately.” The new wom
They offered prizes for the three best
“Yes, sir.”
v
Cars Are Built to Give
Many‘of the descriptive adjectives em dent which moistened every French an may be near at hand in France,
essays on the ten -greatest patentable
“Better advertise ror an owner. As
ployed in picturing France do apply to eye and warmed every French heart, but when she arrives she will come
Satisfaction.
inventions of the last 25 years. In re for this fellow here, if he doesn’t take,
Paris, or, at least, to the sections of assured the new president’s popularity, without1 strident voice or social revo
Paris where foreign travelers most for France recognizes its dependence lution, and will scarcely have more
“The two most frequent causes of sponse essays came in from all parts himself off I’ll call an officer. He’s a
the United States, and from abroad fraud and a swindle! Good morning.”'
do congregate. The vivid, colorful upon the peasantry, and honors, above power than now.\
inotor car trouble are lack of knowl of
The Peasant at Home.
The young man took himself off,
cafes, the all-night restaurants, the most nations, motherhood. It is good
edge regarding the construction of his as well. Among the essays receiving
In journeying in rural France the car on the part of the driver, and in honorable mention will be found one but he rode down town on the sama
prurient novels and post cards, are, politics, therefore, when the present
from England, one from Belgium and car with Miss Lysle, just the same,
to a large degree, an effort to give the scholar-president of France, motoring French peasant is seen at home and cessant tinkering,’’ said a salesman.
from Malta. It is interesting to and followed her to the office where,
tourist-public what it wants, or what through France to his country place, at his best. He is not on dress pa
“No man should attempt to drive, a one
Paris thinks it wants. The real France as this letter is written, turns aside to rade as Paris is upon its boulevards. car until he is thoroughly familiar note also that several of the essays she was employed. If he could get.
He is shrewd, almost cunning; digni with the car’s construction and the came from women, showing remark hold of that muff it would be $50 in
fied, almost courtly; uneducated fre right way to care for it. I think too able interest in invention among the his pocket.
quently, but never boorish; possessed . few amateur drivers take their in gentler sex.
Miss Lysle’s brother Ben, the rising,
When the essays were opened, the young lawyer, had advised her to ad
of all the homely virtues, frugal, seri struction books seriously, ‘¡They never
ous-minded and devout.
To the refer to them until the need for doing lists showed a surprising diversity of vertise her find. At the office she was
stranger he is hospitality itself, and to some work on the car arises. This is opinion. No two competitors selected advised to wait a day and let the loser
his own countrymen he has a per entirely wrong. An instruction book the same set of inventions. In fact, advertise. She adopted this plan.
only one invention, that of wireless When she started for home in the ✓
fect genius for friendship.
should not be a repair1 man’s manual. telegraphy
was conceded unanimously evening she carried the muff with
High Regard for Woman.
It should be rather a text book on
With all their family quarrels, there how to handle and how to care for to belong among the ten greatest. The her.
x
vote on aeroplanes was almost unan
is a continuous entente cordiale the car.
The hatchet-faced young man was
imous.
But
beyond
that
there
was
not
among the French peasant folk. Three
“I have found, aS a general rule, the slightest trace of unanimity. This waiting to follow her. That sable
appeals arouse their enthusiasm to its that
when the instructions oh caring result was surprising indeed. The muff was a great temptation to him. .
highest points Woman, as wife and for the
Mr. Clyde Melton, the young sculp
car are lived up to there is conditions of the contest were that
mother; the tri-color with its declara
tor, came along just ah the girl step
little
or
no
mechanical
trouble.
practical
success
and
general
usefultion of liberty, equality, fraternity*;
“Some men simply can’t keep their iress to mankind; limited the contest ped to the walk and he followed on
and the republic, which to them stands
—not because he was seeking a flirta
for political, social, economic progress. hands off their cars. They think they ants to machines, devices and discov tion—not because he identified her asmust
be
tinkering
at
them
all
the
eries
commercially
introduced
in
the
Characteristic of the French, in delithe girl of the morning whose part
acy, woman-adoration and felicity of time. They axe much like the little last 25 years, and laid special empha he had taken against hatchet-face, but
boy
with
the
drum
—
curious
to
see
sis on the fact that the inventions
speech, was the manner in which the
because he Had received a message
sad news of the death of the distin what is inside; and, like the boy with must be patentable, although not nec from his sister in the same suburb- B
the
drum,
about
one-half
of
them
who
essarily
patented,
stating
also
that
the
guished French statesman, M. Thiers,
Miss Lylse lived in stating that some- r
was announced to his widow: “Mad find out what is inside succeed in put patent might antedate the 25-year thing awful had happened and he I
ting
the
car
at
least
temporarily
out
period provided the commercial intro
ame, your illustrious husband once’
duction of the invention took place must come as soon as ever he could.
lived.” Again, a presidential candi of commission.
And so the trio rode on until the
“
No
two
makes
of
cars
any
more
within
the specified time.
date, a peasant’s son, who married a
“All out!” of the conductor was shout
than
any
two
horses,
‘
handle
’
in
exI
woman of doubtful reputation, was
ed. Then there was a scramble, and t
sharply attacked in the Paris and pro actly the same way. No matter how MEDICINAL VALUE/OF AUTO Miss Lysle hurried away, tile thief fol- I
much
experience
the
driver
has
had.'
vincial press for his political views,
lowed, and the sculptor almost ran.
but never a word was published re he should be very gentle in his first Doctor Claims That Use of Machine The thief was too precipitate. He at
handling
of
a
new
car
and
should
be

garding his wife. No woman’s name
Has Cured Him of Scihtica of
tacked the girl while the sculptor was •
. is dragged into the public prints of come thoroughly familiar with its
Long Standing.
yet within hearing. Her screams as ■
method
of
opersdion
-before
he
at

France.
she fought with one hand and held r
“The English have a scornful in tempts extensive driving without the
Arguments in favor of the automo on to the muff with the other brought
attendance of an expert.
Salad Field in France.
sular way
bile have been numerous and. varied.
Melton back, and he recognized,
“Having once mastered the mechan Companies have gone to great ex Mr.
Of calling the French light. The lev
the. assailant at once.
1
ism
of
the
car
and
familiarized
him

may not be seen on Paris streets aft visit his two living predecessors in of
ity
pense to show how much more effi
Right and justice seldom triumph, j
er dark. Paris is a beautiful city, and fice, finding them at work in their Is in the judgment only, which yet self with the best way to handle it, I cient motor cars are than horse- but this was one of the exceptions.
advise him to leave it alone. Simply drawn vehicles; the pleasures of mo The thief was knocked down. He was I
the French are lovers of beauty. But vineyards.
stands;
Paris is royalist and France is repub
For say a foolish thing but oft enough see that it is properly cleaned and toring have been dwelt on at length, punched. He was battered. He was
Rural Schools Progressing.
lubricated. When adjustments are re
lican. Paris is politically restless, and
The evolution of the French peasant (And here’s the secret of a hundred quired, have them made by an expert. and the powers of cars have been her choked. He had his eyes blacked and
France is stable. Paris is extrava is the history of modern France. He
creeds—
alded far and wide.
his nose skinned. He was jerked toy f
the car needs any attention and it
gant, and France is thrifty.
But a distinctly new argument 'in his feet and kicked around the cor
is emphasizing education as never be Men get opinions as boys learn to If
is
not
possible
to
secure
the
services
Paris is a sparkling diamond on the fore. The development of the rural
spell,
favor of the automobile is that it will ner, and the sculptor turned to re- |
broad blouse of all France. It is not school in France is a remarkable fact By reiteration, chiefly) the same thing of an expert, study the Instruction cure that painful trouble, sciatica. ceive the thanks of the girl with the /
strange that the diamond’s sparkle is in the republic’s progress. The con
shall pass at last for absolutely book carefully. Learn what Is wrong. Dr. J. L. Bradley of Creemone, Ont., sable muff.
\
<
Sit down and think about the trouble. is authority for the efficacy of the
first. seen and longest remembered. troversy between state and church,
wise
She had disappeared! '
,
Don
’
t
simply
start
to
take
things
off
But the republic is clothed and kept bitted as it was in the extreme and And not with fools exclusively. And so
motor car along these lines.
Tea minutes later his sister was r
tn its right mind by rural France.
“I have positively cured my sciat weepingly saying to him:
unfortunate, has made necessary larg We say the French are light, as if we the car, hoping that you will find the
trouble and be able to correct it.
ica, with which I have suffered for
said,
“Oh, Clyde, it’s awful—just awful!”
er state grants to education which
A Nation of Farmers.
“Tinkering never helped any auto
“Baby, dead?”
The real ruler of France is the have been administered even in re The cat mews or the milch cow gives mobile, and It has hurt a very great the last three years. It was undoubt
edly caused by jarring in the seat of
us milk.
“No. I’ve lost that new sable muff
peasant-farmer. Other great nations mote districts with increasing wisdom.
many.
a buggy on some of the worst hills that I bought the other day!”
are rapidly' becoming urbanized. The Certain distinguishing French charac
“Is a bullet light
“I have noticed that if most good
TSable muff?”
city is drawing men and women from teristics, aptitude for science, clarity That dashes from the gunmouth, while automobiles are treated like the really and roads of Ontario province, viz.,
the Blue mountains. I am positive
“Yes. I lost it on the street com
of
mind,
concentration
and
the
criti

the farm with rapidity that is alarm
the eye
fine
pieces
of
machinery
they
are,¿hey
ing, from the car.”
ing in Great Britain, in Germany, and cal faculty, intellectuality and artistic Winks, and the heart beats one; to will perform consistently well and that the cure is a permanent one.”
“But you have advertised it?”
even in the newer United States. Civ taste, are shown nowhere more pro
flatten itself
give little or no trouble. The common
“No. Fred is away, you know, and
ilization confronts problems created nouncedly than in the French schools To a wafer on the white speck of a troubles, barring, of course, accidents,
I didn’t know how to get an advertise
by modern industrialism. That fac —and reference is made not merely
. wall
I have found to be really faults in J
ment to the city papers. What on 1
tory products have thus far. too often to the Sorbonne or the Ecole de Beaux A hundred paces off? Even so di the driver, He may think he is the j
earth shall I do?*’
meant distressful conditions of liv Arts, but to the small schools far re
rect,
best driver In the world. He may |
“Cease to weep and I’ll find your f
ing for the factory laborer and his moved from the capital. The French So strongly undivertible of aim
pride himself on the close attention
muff.”
peasant
wishes
the
best
for
his
chil

family is a grim fact in every indus
Is this French people—
and painstaking care he gives his car.
The sculptor went back to the spot
trial nation. France, in this change, dren'.
Yet, when trouble occurs, about 99
idealists.
He didn’t look for the girl’s tracks. |
remains almost stationary and takes
The French peasant not only owns And so I‘.‘All
am strong to love this noble drivers out of 100 haven’t the vaguest
He >*alked two blocks ^down a side
time to adjust herself to the newer France—he works. As France leads
idea as to the cause nor the least
France,
street and then rang a bell. Luck had
and different conditions. The one in percentage of her population en
of the nations, who dreamy conception Of what they should do to
been a good guide. It was Miss Lysle
great European republic is an agri gaged in agriculture, France leads also This poet
remedy the trouble.
on
Teller that came to the door in an
cultural empire. The high and sta in the relative percentage of her pop Forever
“My advice is: Know your car thor
after some ideal good—
swer.
t • 'I »
ble position which agriculture occu ulation who are economically active
oughly.
Then
leave
it
alone.
”
It took just two hours to straighten
pies is significant. Mote than 42 per members of society. In this sunny Some equal poise of sex, some unavowed love
out the tangle of that sable muff, and
cent, of the population in France is land, where everybody apparently
Change Whole Set.
then followed another. Brother Ben, L*
engaged^in agriculture, far more than loafs his life away, more workers are Inviolate, some spontaneous brothel**
If one ball from a ball bearing is
hood.
the rising young lawyer, didn’t have
in any^other country of northern Eu to be found, in proportion to the num
lost
in
overhauling,
never
replace
it
anything to say about this latter tan- •
rope, Great Britain, Germany, Belgium ber of inhabitants; than in Great Brit' Some wealth that leaves none poor with a new one, but replace the whole
and finds none tired,
gle for several months, and then it F.
or the Netherlands, and one-fourth ain, Germany, or our own United
If
your
motor
cylinders
get
full
of
set. The reason is that the old balls
more than in the United States. This States.' The census statistics show Some freedom of the many that re are worn smaller than the new, which carbon, do not worry. A new device was in a very serious tone that he f
spects
s^id:
percentage of the population engaged that of every 100 persons in the United
will therefore have to take an undue is designed to enable you to remove
"Mother, didn’t I say that unless
in agriculture shows a slight increase States 38 are engaged in some chief The wisdom of the few.”
this
carbon
without
taking
the
motor
share of the work. For the same feathis case was handled right there I
And. this is not Paris, but France!
in recent years instead of a large de occupation, agriculture, commerce or
down.
The
idea
is
shown
in
the
draw

son, that of uneven wear, the balls
If the supreme test of tomorrow’s from each bearing should be carefully I ing, and by holding the lower handle would be serious complications?”
crease, as in other leading nations. industry, including domestic service,
“Mercy on me, but what’s hap- !
This condition is maintained despite and not subsidiary or auxiliary. In world is what it makes of the individ kept separate and each put' in its prop- I and working the upper one up and
a density of population greater than Great Britain 44 of every 100 are so en ual in his daily life, there are many er bearing. If new balls have to be down the wire end scrapes out the pened?”
“The hero and heroine are engaged J
in neighboring countries, and nearly gaged, in Germany 45, and in France lessons to be learned among the supplied it is best to take the job to whole inside of*the combustioh cham
to be married! Both Admit their ] ,
six times as great as in the United 51. The French are workers, not grave and gentle, idealistic peasant I a specialist, if necessary.
ber.
¿uilt«”
States. Density of population almost idlers, and this percentage increases folk of La Befte France.
invariably means urbanization. France with each" decade. Not only do more I (Copyright, 1914, by ,Joseph .B. Bowles.) j
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Making Tomorrows
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TINKERING WITH GAR

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME.

ITER’S SABLE

I
i

ly CLAUDINE SISSON. '

i t
I lands, but I’ve kicked a3
Lyslé Teller, stenographerfe

j and living with her mu
t^urban village, had been»
last to leave the electric«
he gloom of a winter's even
it had struck something «
ry and kicked it ahead 0^
i, pussy, pussy, pussy!"
pussy did not respond <
>r reproach that she had It

soul, but it's a mull!”
was, and of the latest sj
ery expensive one. 01 cr
e who had passed that v,
t it

lext morning Miss Lysle
• conductor, but he coolii
>r out. She was carrying
> thé office with her, anh
with her was a hatched
man who was given to in
d inference. Here was a;
outfit did not cost over f
it she was carrying a sj
aat must have cost huet1 Miss Lysle left the site
the city the young man cm
ward and lifted his.»

about the muff I wish tbspi

h!”
sister will be so glad!”
n it was your sister who-'
as about to advertise the h
fur,” suavely observed t
man.
>ung man who didn’t like!
I the hatchet-faced one at 1
sited within hearing distant
now stepped forward and s
s Lysle:
eg your pardon, hut is
man annoying you?’
claims that his sister lostii
.nd I don’t believe him.”
, found it, did you?’
I

, sir.”
ter advertise for an owner. !
b fellow here, if he doesn’t^
t off I’ll call an officer. Etï.
md a swindle! Good momii
young man took himself r
rode down town on the ®
th Miss Lysle, just the sa
Bowed her to the office *
ns employed. If he could;
f that muff it would be |üi
cket.

Lysle’s brother Ben, the ils
lawyer, had advised her to1
her find. At the office she vi
1 to wait a day and let the lit
Ise. She adopted this pk
she started for home is I;
g she carried the mult

hatchet-faced young manv

g to follow her. That si
■as a great temptation to hii
Clyde Melton, the young si
.me along just as the girl £
1 the walk and he followed;
because he was seeking a ft
not because he identified ta'
rl of the morning whose a
1 taken against hatchet-face,!
se he had received a mess
his sister in the same sob
L.ylse lived in stating that st
awful had happened art
come as soon as ever he ci
so the trio rode on until.fi
ut!” of the conductor wasÉt
'hen there was à scramble,»
^ysle hurried away, the thief!
and the sculptor almosti
lief was too precipitate. He
i the girl while the sculptorr
ithin hearing. Her screams
ought with one hand and!
the muff with the otherW
lei ton back, and he recop
ssailant at once.
ht and justice seldom trim
his was one of the except:
lief was knocked down. Hi'
ed. He was battered. Hsi
d. He had his eyes blacked!
ise skinned. He was jerk«
set and kicked around the;
and the sculptor turned It
the thanks of the girl Wj

muff.
had disappeared! \

1

i minutes later his sister'
ngly saying to him:
1, Clyde, it’s awful—just arf

by dead?”
». I’ve lost that new sable:
[ bought the other day!"
ble muff?”
is. I lost it on the street «
rom the car.”
it you have advertised it?
>. Fred is away, you knot;!
l’t know how to get an adtei
to the city papers. W
shall I do?’
use to weep and I’ll find Iff.

» sculptor went back to the?
Idn’t look for the girl’s ÜK
miked two blocks>down »*
: and then rang a bell. Loti!
a good guide. It was Miss L'
r that came to the door a

00k just two hours to strait
he tangle of that sable mil!
followed another. Brother!
Islng young lawyer, W&
ilng to say about this latte
or several months, and ®
in a very serious tone ®

other, didn’t I say that® >
case was handled right <
1 be serious complications',
ercy on me, but what'sj •
he hero and heroine are
e married! Both admii

Co-Operative Farm
Products Marketing
I How It Is Done in Europe and May Be Done
X

X
X
X

when they arrive. He takes care ol
them generally 'within twenty-four
hours. We can do this because most
of our members are near by. We get
everything à little cheaper and of bet
ter quality than do the regular traders.
In nothing, however, has the improve
ment in quality been so marked as in
seeds and manures.

Making Ready for Summer Time
(Conducted by the National Woman’s
Christian Temperance Unibn.)

How a Farmers’ Bank Loans Money.

“Our organization loans money ; to
its members at 5% per cent. To de
in America to the Profit of Both
positors we give three per cent, on all
X
deposits. We thus do business upon
■
Farmer,
and
Consumer
X
a margin of 2% per cent. On the oth
X
er hand the joint stock bank nearest
By MATHEW S. DUDGEON
here charges 6% per cent, iiiterest,
but pays only 2% per cent, interest on
deposits. Theÿ require a margin of
(Copyright, 1914, Western Newspaper Union.)
four per cent, on which to do business.
’ AN IRISH SCHOOÍ MASTER.
Not only have the joint stock banks a
wider margin on the loans, but the
worst of it is you cannot get a loan
from a joint stock bank for more than
three months'. They never loan for
longer than that time although some
times, of course, they will grant re
newals. The trouble is that these re
newals áre hard on the farmer. Thèse
banks are only in the larger places.
Very often the farmer has to go some
distance, take his sureties with him,
pay their expenses, give them their
dinner, and A am afraid sometimes
treat them to liquid refreshments. If
we have a man who wants money and
he lives near by we simply'ask him to
bring in two good men as Sureties, and
if they are all right and the man is
honest and a good worker and his
neighbors speak well of him there is
no difficulty and very little formality
in getting the.loan. In addition to our
Quinn and His Pupils at His Social Center Schoolhouse.
deposits we have arranged for an over
draft from the Bank of Ireland at'Dun
Inniskeen, County Louth, Ireland.— we have seen a new farm building or dalk. They co-operate with us in a
In America wè are trying in a more or any permanent repairs on old 'build-? friendly manner and help us much.
less conscious effort to make the ings or any other farm improvement
“There has been a wonderful im
schoolhouse the educational and social inquiry invariably has revealed that it provement in this community since
eeriter and the school master a com had been added since the farm went the land tenure laws went into effect
munity leader. In Ireland without any into the hands of a purcasing tenant. and the tenants are getting to be own
set purpose this result is already se In other words, Meeghan and other ers. It is a wonderful thing. People
cured. At Inniskeen, in county Louth, tenant purchasers feel now that in who -were slovenly and whose premi
for example, John Quinn, the school making repairs Or improvements they ses were . absolutely unfit to live in
master, is thé big man. By virtue of are working for themsélves, adding have now purchased their premises
his natural qualities and by reason of value to their own property, where for and aré improving them and are living
• his secretarial position in the co-opera merly any improvements made were under much better conditions. They
tive association he is the farmers’ for the benefit of thé landlord' for Used to,be afraid their rent would be
HE “summer girl-” should take to
banker, then? business manager and whom they had no particular liking.
raised if they fixed things up. The old
heart that good old adage ^which
Farmer’s Views on Go-Operation.
adviser, their agricultural expert, and
age pension has helped many, of the
that' in times of peace we
We' asked him what he thought of bid people, for there are many pen ! advises
a temperance réformer. In fact he is
should prepare for war. Now that
the community leader. His school the co-operative society and what use sioners in this vicinity.”
days are cold, evenings long and
house is à social center for to it the he had made of it. ^“Before the: co-op
How Little It-Costs.
spring styles already fairly well set
people go for co-opesative association erative society was organized,” he
The books of the company show that
she should get ready for the sum
meetings, for temperance lectures, and said, “it was difficult to procure fer thé only expenses incurred are the tled,
tilizers. While the department of ag compensation of the school teacher as mer season. All of her dainty linge
for public gatherings of all sorts.
—so much more worth-while when
We have been to County Donegal riculture analyzed the soils and secretary and manager, $60 per year; rie
made
at home—and several of hgr
taught
the
farmers,
by
bulletin
and
and have seen what the co-operative
registration
fees
of
$8
per
year;
and
pretty
will make the last of
enterprises centered at Dunglow have otherwise, the elements which must in addition postage and stationery to winter gowns
fly away. The work is so in
done for a region which is naturally enter into fertilizers it was' absolutely the amount of two or three dollars. teresting
and its constant suggestion
unproductive. Under the leadership impossible for the tenant to procure Thé total óf these items is only about of springtime
so inspiring!
of Paddy Gallagher, a native business of the dealers fertilizer containing $70, this being the only expense in
If
one
knows
how to embroider
these
elements
in
proper
proportion'.
genius, co-operation has brought com
curred for an entire year.
even a little bit, the smartest of white
fort, relative prosperity and hopeful-. Fertilizers were high too.”
The demand for small rural credit
• ness to a community which was previ Now, as he explained, “the co-opera associations in Ireland is very great. voile gowns made up with laces,
ously a desolate combination of peet tive societies buy the elements going The jcrçnt stock banks are not go well should be got under way. Fashionable
into the fertilizers and themsélves .scattered throughout the rural section embroidery for gowns will not try any
bog and rocky hillside.
We have stopped here to se© thé re- mix them in the proper..proportions. in Ireland as they are in some parts Of one’s eyes, for it is done in bold
s suits of co-operation when planted in Thé co-operative association not only the United States. Often the expense stitches,. like the strokes of a paint
à, more fertile productive soil, for this guarantees the quality of thé fertilizers of traveling to the bank and the pay brush.
Flounced gowns and draped skirts
portion of County Louth would com furnished to their members, but sells ing of the expenses Of the sureties, as
pare favorably with thé richest -them at a greatly reduced price. That Quinn explained, is considerable. It is are; to be with us this spring. Print
stretches of our own middle western they are better than the manures pur- said that these expenses in addition ed voiles and cotton crepes will be
‘ chased of the regular traders is evi to interest, make a small farm Ioan popular, and taffeta silk has an as
•states.
denced by the actual effects upon the cost 20 to 40 per cent. If a young sured triumph before it.
The Average Irish Farmer.
White voile and lace may be com
Anxious to find the average small crops.
farmer is buying young stock, pigs, bined to make a dress like that pic
Co-Operative Credit.
farmer who is a member of the co-op
example, it is. far beyond the period tured here There is a plain founda
It was evident that in Meeghan’s es for
erative society and willing to talk
of three months before they will be
about its affairs, we were directed to timation the greatest benefit to the ready for sale. If he buys fertilizers tion skirt of net dr a very thin fabric,,
Edward, Meeghan, who operated a members of the local organization is he cafi expect ho results for six to ten with a flounce of lace about the bot
farm out two Irish miles from the vil from the credit society branch of it. months. Returns upon good seeds are tom. Over this are three plaited
lage. As we walked out to Meeghan’s The farmers in this vicinity had been equally slow in coming in and on the
place the consciousness was forced well taught and were anxious to im money placed in the new implements
. upon us that in this section Ireland is prove their stock to get better imple and equipment he gets returns still WHITE CRAPE,
far from being “starving Ireland.”, The ments, to use commercial, fertilizers more slowly.' For these men a three
fields are carefully cultivated—culti properly compounded, to plant betted months’ loan is of little use. The in
COMBINED WITH
vated as they seldom are in the states. seeds. Before the co-opérative credit elastic city system; of loans, does not
The hedges and walls are well kept. association -was ofganizea they were really help the borrower, but in a
BLACK, FAVORED
The, heavy crops indicate a high de unable to do anything of this sort. sense cripples him. It is only fair to
Since
the
co-operative
Organization
gree of fertility. Each cottage gives
state, however, that the large banks,
HE small round turbans and hats
evidence of prosperity and self-respect has been in operation, -however, it is although their methods are unsjiited to
which are so popular in our new
ing pride. Upon the faces of those easy to get from the society a small the farmer, are on the whole honest
whom we meet we see nothing to- indi Joan for any of these purposes and the and just in their charges and prac styles are particularly adaptable to
cate that the local Irish are poverty farmers were in consequence steadily tices. The difficulty is that their meth hats of crape.
For hat's of this kind the shapes
stricken or despairing. We find Meeg improving their property. In other ods of business make it absolutely
han on a 40-acre farm of which he is words he seemed to think that the im impossible for the farmer to deal with chosen are those that set squarely on
the head, with average-size crowns
evidently and justly proud. The fer provements in rural agricultural meth them profitably.
and narrow brims.
tile fields, the stacks of rich grain, the ods which we see everywhere would
How Character Counts.
The model shown can hardly be ex
high grade live stock, all demonstrate have been absolutely impossible with But here in Inniskeen and wherever
that it is possible to make ' money out this Tittle local crédit society; in Ireland a co-operative credit society celled as an example of beautiful mil
hereabouts and that there is a promis Meeghan himself through loans se? has been formed, any farmer, be he linery made of crape. The composi
ing future iri the local agricultural sit cured of the co-operative credit society tenant or landlord, with a good repu tion of the hat is simple and the work
had been enabled to purchase blooded tation for honesty and industry, can manship and materials flawless—as
uation.
Buying Farms for Less Than Rent. stock and had bought improved imple by furnishing two sureties from among they must be in millinery of this
character,
Meeghan himself, a vigorous fellow, ments and tested seeds.
his neighbors get any reasonable
full of enthusiasm and hopefulness, ex We found upon our return to the vil amount as a loan, for one year. To do -The drooping brim is covered with
plains that his father prior to his lage that school was just closing and this involves almost no delay or trou a fold df black crape and pver this h
death had bought the land under the Quinn went with us tqhis home, which ble or expense. The bank is near by. second fold is placed. These crape
imperial land tenure act providing for although modest, was as trim and com Go-operative farmers are neighborly
an arbitrated value as between land- fortable as Any^ village home which we citizens, ready tb help one another
. lord and tenant. ' Thé value once fixed have' ever been privileged to ¿visit in out, so that sureties are easily secured.
the government pays for the land, and America. He talked freely of the af The interest is at a low ratef The
then permits the tenant who becomes fairs of the society, showed us the borrower can rest assured that he
a purchaser to repay the purchase price books and records and explained the will not be unduly crowded as to re
in sixty odd ÿears, each year keeping methods and practices employed in thp payment if misfortune should overtake
up the interest at two and three- co-operative conduct of the business. him, for those with whom he deals un
A Simple Organization.
fourths per cent, and paying in addi
derstand fully his circumstances’. In
tion a small installment upon the
The co-operative society has no fact the committee which decides his
principal. He tells how hia-father paid, headquarters and consequently has no fate is composed of farmers like him
as rent alone, 18 pounds per year,- rent to pay. The home of the secre self who know what hard luck is, who
while he himself in buying the farm is tary is the office of thf sqciety. There have likely themselves, been borrow
now paying, including both interest the banking business as well as the ers, who .are friendly to him and will
and annual installments on principal other affairs of the society, are con give him a chance. This is the -form
only H pounds per year. Quite nat- ducted by him out of school hours. Thé of credit loans most common in Ire■ uraÇy he has a keen appreciation' of little seciéty has 500 members, ea,èh land.- '’X-'
.
the’ land tenure laws whiçj^,4 enabled member having ope share upon which
Such a co-operative credit bank
him gradually to obtain thé farm by fie has advanced about sixty cents. could be organized to advantage in
the payment of less money each year The credit society, a branch of the co many American communities particu
than originally went for rent alone.
operative association, has 161 mem larly in those states where there are
This is not to him the important bers.
no banks in the smaller cities and vil
ithing, however. His father had pre“The society meets,” hé said, “four lages. They will inevitably be organ
- viously been a tenant. A new thatch times each year. At those times the ized ini such communities unless bank
on. the barn, a. new slate on the roof, members give us orders for these ers cease trying to force down the
or a new shed for the cow, could/not goods which we handle cooperatively, throats of the farmers the inelastic, folds are ¿ut on the bias of the fab
be obtained in any way from the land including seeds, manures, implements unsuitable city methods1 of doing busi ric, which makes the “rib” or ridge,
lord. It must be contributed^ by the and occasionally other articles. We ness. The question is, are thé bankers run straight across them.
Prevented Improvements.
go Over the old accounts and arrange going to crowd- the farmers into these
The crown is covered, with one end
■tenant, who knew that within thirty for their payment or extension. We co-operative credit enterprises? The of a long crape veil laid in a pox plait
days thereafter he might be put off the talk over the plans of the society. We banks must grant longer time and at the. front, and with-three deep
> ¡place. The ^natural result was to pre- consult about local farm, problems, more liberal and elastic terms on per plaits at each side. The shape is
1 vent all repairs and all permanent im- about seeds, manures and rotation of sonal loans. They must arrange for decorated with a wide bias collar of
‘provements. In this entire region we crops, exchanging ideas as to methods mortgages which run over longer white crape stretched about the crown'
¡have not been able to discover a sin-- of meeting .various questions that periods of time and which are tó be and brim and tacked to place so that
I gle fruit tree that' had been planted ■arise. There is no co-oporative store repaid in moderate installments as the it conforms to them. This wide col
I prior to the acquisition of the land by here and we never keep articles in slow farm profits come in. Co-opera lar is finished with a narrow fold of
.-the tenant purchasers. In. fact there stock. We order seeds, manures or tive credit may not be necessary. Ii crape at the upper edge.
'Are no mature fruit trees here. Where ( implements and notify the farmer- is up to the banker.
The veil is hemmed, by band, at the
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flounces of voile, draped as shown in
the illustration.
The bo’dice is a drapery- of lace oyer
a baby waist of voile. For the more
practical American girl this French
design is likely to be changed a little.
The voile underwaist is to be made
with round Dutch neck and elbow
sleeves, over which the same» simple
drapery of face Will fall. This makes
a dress -that is appropriate for both
afternoon and evening, and is one of
several styles fdr gowns of the same
character.
The summer ^girl must provide . her
self with sashes and girdles. With
them she can ring changés on her
pretty clothes. Beads, too,1 must not
be neglected in her summer equip
ment. And it is not a matter of
quality so much as of color that
counts in beads.
Winter days and evenings will not
be dull for the young ’Woman who is
enterprising enough to engage in the
most absorbing of occupations, and
that is,' getting together and making
ready thé .new. wardrobe. It is a pity
to leave tnis work to some one else
and not to put into each pretty gown
¡and accessory something of one’s per
sonality.

Introduced in the house of represen
tatives, December 4, 1911; reintro
duced August 5, 1913, and again De
cember 10,. 1913, by Congressman
Richmond' P. Hobson,
Introduced in ,the senate December
10; 1913, by Senator Morris Sheppard.
Whereas, Exact scientific research
has demonstrated that alcohol is a
narcotic poison, destructive and de
generating to the human organism/
and that its distribution as a beverage
or contained in foods lays a stagger- .
Ing. economic burden upon the shoul- ;
ders of the people, lowers to an ap
palling degree the average standard1
of character of our citizenship, there
by undermining the public morals andx
9the foundation of free . institutions,
«produces widespread crime, pauper-1
»Ism and insanity, inflicts disease and,
untimely death upon hundreds of
thousands of citizens and blights with
'degeneracy' their children unborn,
threatening the future integrity and
the very life of the nation: There»
fore, be it
Resolved by the senate and house
of representatives of the United
States of America in congress assem
bled (two-thirds of each house com
curring therein), That the following
amendment of the constitution be, and '
hereby is, proposed to the states, to .
become valid as a part of thef consti
tution when ratified\by: the legisla
tures of tha. several states as provid- y
ed by the constitution:
“ARTICLE —
“Section 1. The sale, manufacture
for sale, transportation for sale, im- ■
portation for sale, and exportation for
sale of intoxicating liquors for bever
age purposes in the United States and
all territory subject to. the jurisdiction
thereof are forever prohibited.
“Section 2. Congress shall l^ave
power to provide for the manufacture,
sale, importation, and transportation
of intoxicating liquors for sacramen
tal, medicinal, mechanical; pharmaseutical, or scientific; purposes, or for
use in the arts, and shall have power
to enforce this article by all needful
legislation.”
|
ABSTINENCE—ONLY
TION.

SAFE

POSI-

Total abstinence is certainly personal prohibition, and personal prohibitionists ought to vote for national
prohibition. It is the moderate drink
er that supports the saloon, sustains
the brewery and the distillery and
breeds thé degenerates that fill our
prisons, our hospitals, poorhouses
and insane asylums. I have treated’
some 5,000 inebriates in my profes
sional career, all before without ex
ception were moderate drinkers, and
in 600 carefully tabulated records of
family, history there was shown some1
form of degeneracy present in the di
rect line of descent and collateral
branches, the use. of narcotics in somé
form being present in thé parental
history. The descendants of the ha
bitual moderate drinker do not escape
the evil of the alcoholic’ taint, in some
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
form of physical, mental, moral de
generacy. Thé only safety is total ab
bottom and along the sides. The bot stinence, and this must be impressed
tom hem is three inches wide, but side on the people.—L. D. Mason, M. D.,
hems are only a half inch in width.
Boston'
The weight of the , crape veil used
in the manner described here, is even PROTECTION OF HOME'.
ly distributed and it hangs strjaighl
Our chief object is the protection
from the back.
of
the home from whatever hurts or
There are not’ many crape hats thai destroys.
We have learned through
can be successfully made outside a the stern yet
ofttimes pitiful logic of
millinery workroom. But the sim events that alcoholic
is the
plicity of this design makes-it possible great home-destroying, drink
for the expert needle-woiiian to put ii evil. We are working heart-breaking
for the over
together at home. It is, nevertheless
throw
of
the
legalized
liquor traffic.
a beautiful model from one of those
last national convention unani
Fifth avenue houses that specializes Our
mously voted to use its extensive
in hats of this kind.
equipment and its utmost influence in
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
the effort to secure an amendment to
the national? constitution in accord
How to Place Your Rugs.
ance with the resolution introduced iff
To preserve harmony in a room, the congress by Hon, Richmond Peàrson
rugs, whether one or more, must be Hobson of Alabama, prohibiting the
laid on the floor with the edges par sale, the. manufacture for sale, trans
allel With the, edges of the floor; hot portation, importation or exportation
thrown on, creating all sorts of ugly for salé of beverages or foods contain
spots ¡by the rugs and by the floor ing alcohol.—Lillian M. N. Stevens,
spots left around them. If one rug president National W. ’C. T. U.
is used it should conform as nearly
as possible to the room proportions,
particularly when the room is pleas VIEWPOINT OF THE ENEMY.
We always scan the liquor papers
ing in its proportions. When the room
with
and growing satisfaction.
is not So the rug may help to make it, Theyinterest
indicate from the viewpoint of
so. For example, if the room is too
long fdr the width, select a rug which the enemy the very encouraging ad
Will nearly coVer the room in Width vance of the temperance march, and
the reports from their watch towers
and will leave a considerable area of strengthen
our faith and increase bur
floor exposed at either end. This will courage. What
is meant for a note of
tend to shorten the appearance of warning to the liquor
comes
the room, and to shorten it in length as a word of cheer to interests
the teetotaler.
by Opposition of direction. If a room
if it were not that we object to
is to be distinctly a period room,, an Indeed,
supporting
liquor trade by sub
Oriental rug can seldom be, us.ed to scribing for the
its periodicals, we should
advantage.
say to every anti-liquor man and
woman, especially to the weak-kneed
Quaintness in Black Satin. ,
among us, “take a liquor journal.”
The picture illustrates a dancing or Their news columns and their editorial
party flock in black satin Oriental, writings do not mince words when it
with an old world fichu and cuffs of comes to setting forth the situation.
finest white muslin, edged with frill
and scallops of pin spot muslin. CONSERVATION OF CITIZENSHIP;
The sash is of black ribbon velyet,
In this day and age we are study
relieved with the palest pink rose. ing conservation from all its different
White shoes and, stockings are worn, angles and I knovT of no conservation
the shoes being laced with narrow so necessary as to conserve the young
black satin ribbon. The simplicity^ of men who are to grow up and to take
this gown will appeal to many, who their places in the affairs of state and
also appreciate the contrast of beauti nation. No young man can start out
ful somber black and the piquant bril- in life handicapped by even the mod
.liant coloring we expect to find asso erate use of liquor and make a suc
ciated with extreme youth. Such an cess, and I believe that for the best
idea must only be thought of where interests of the future of our country
the individual child possesses- enough we should have prohibition both in
of that, color and general attractive state and nation.—Governor Hanna of
ness ¡to make the contrast sufficiency North- Dakota. ’
striking.—Daily Telegraph, London.

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK

WARRANT
To John F. Warren, a'constable of thé town of Kennebunk, in the
County of York.
Greeting:
In the name of the State of Maine, you are hereby required to notify
and warn the inhabitants of said Town of Kennebunk, qualified by
law to vote in town affairs, to assemble in the town hall in said Town,
on Monday, the second day of March, A. D., 1914, at nine o’clock in
the forenoon; then and there to act on the following articles, viz: —
First—To choose a moderator to preside at said meeting.
Second—To choose a town clèrk for the ensuing year.
Third—To choose Selectmen, Assessors, Overseers of the Poor,
Town Treasurer, Town Agent, one Superintending School Committee
for three years, a Collector of Taxes, ten Constables, Chief Engineer
of the Fire Department, six Assistant Engineers of the Fire Depart
ment, Auditor of Accounts, and all other necessary town officers for
the ensuing year.
Fourth—To see if the Town will vote to have one or more than one
Road Commissioner.
Fifth—To see if the Town will vote to choose an Agent for Mousam
Opera House and Town Hall, to let the same and collect the rents
therefor and if so to elect said agent.
Sixth—To see what sum of money the Town will vote to raise for
the construction and repair of roads, bridges and sidewalks in said
Town, and to see what part of said sum so raised shall be expended
for concrete sidewalks in said Town, and how such sum stall be
raised.
Seventh—To see what sum of money the Town will raise for the
support of poor for the ensuing ÿëar, and how the same shall be
raised.
Eighth—To see how much money the Town will vote to raise for the
support of the schools for the ensuing year, and how the same shall be
raised.
Ninth—To see what sum of money the Town will raise for the pur
chase of free text books, and how the same shall be raised.
Tenth—To see if the Town will vote to maintain a free High school
for the ensuing year, and if so, what sum of faipney it will raise for the
same, and how the same shall be raised»
Eleventh—To see what sum of money the Town will raise for insur
ance, repairs, supplies and incidental expenses for the ensuing year
and how the same shall be raised.
Twelfth—To determine the number and location of schools to be
taught the énsuing year.
Thirteenth—To see what sum of mopey the Town will raise to de
fray the expenses of transportation of scholars residing outside the
village, to and from the Free High school, and how the same shall be
raised.
Fourteenth—To see what sum of money the Town will raise for
salaries and commissions of its officers, and how the same shall be raised,
and to fix such salaries and commissions.
Fifteenth—To see what sum of money the Town will raise for
the maintenance ofoits street lights, insurance and repairs of town
buildings, other than school buildings, and all other miscellaneous
expenses, and how the same shall be raised.
Sixteeth—To see what sum of money the Town will raisp towards
paying of its indebtedness and interest due, also to see if the Town
will authorize its Treasurer to negotiate a temporary loan for said
Town in anticipation of its taxes, also to see if the Town will vote to
issue bonds to raise money to refund any part of its indebtedness.
Seventeenth—To determine what thé Town, County and State taxes
which shall be committed to the Collector of Taxes for the year A. D.
1914, shall become due and payable, and to see if the Town will vote
that interest shall be collected thereon by the Collector, on taxes unpaid
after the time so fixed by the Town when they shall become payable,
also to see if the Town will vote to allow a discount of not exceeding
five per cent, on all taxes of the year, A. D. 1914, paid on or before
October first, A. D. 1914, or such other date as shall be fixed by said
Town, and to see what sum of money said Town will raise to meet
such discounts, and how the same shall be raised. * '
Eighteenth—To see if the town will vote “yes” or “no” on the adop
tion of an act passed by the Legislature of 1913 relating to the
appropriation by the Town of a sum of money to entitle the Town to
state aid for highways for the ensuing year.
Nineteenth—To see if the Town will vote to raise a sum of money,
and how 'much, te construct State, highways, and how the same shall
be raised,
Twentieth—To see what sum of money said Town will vote to raise
for the maintenance of its Fire Department, and for repairs and
supplies for the same, and how the same shall be raised.
Twenty-first—To see what sum of money said Town will vote to
raise for abatement of taxes for the ensuing year and how the same
shall be raised.
Twenty-second—To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
raise to be expended by Webster Post, No. 9. G. A. R. for the proper
observance of Memorial Day, and how the same shall be raised.
S Twenty-third—To see what sum of ¡.money the Town will vote to
raise for the Kennebunk Free Library and how the same shall be
raised.
■ Twenty-fourth—To see what sum of money the Town will vote to
«aise for the payment of its hydrant rental, and how the same shall
tje raised.
Twenty-fifth—To see what action the Town will take relative to the
extermination of the brown tail, moth in said Town, and what sum of
money it will raise for such purpose and how the same shall be raised
and expended.
Twenty-sixth—To see if the Town will vote to elect a forester, to
fix the salary of such officer, and to see what sum of money the Town
will vote to raise for the care of the trees of the Town, and how the
same shall be raised.
Twenty-seventh— T^see if the Town will fix a time in which clams
may be taken within the limits of the Town and the prices for which
the municipal officers shall grant licenses or permits therefor,, and the
number to be thus granted, and if so, to fix such times within which
dams may be taken, and the prices for such permits.
Twenty-eighth—To see if the Town will vote to authorize its Super
intending School Committee to join with either of the following towns,
to wit, Kennebunkport or Wells, for the purpose of employing a
Superintendent of School in accordance with the provisions of section „
40 to 45 inclusive, Chapter 15- of the Revised Statutes, and to see what
sum of money the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the
salary of Superintendent of Schools for the ensuing year, and how the
same shall be raised.
Twenty-ninth—To see if the Town will vote to accept from Henry
Parsons a deed of a parcel of land adjoining the Athletic Field upon
the conditions contained therein.
Thirtieth—To act on the petition of Robie K. Wentworth and te n
Others to see if the Town will vote to improve the highways at Ken?
nebunk Beach, so called, by extending' the cement sidewalk from the
Wentworth House to the railroad on the North and from the Went
worth House to the Sea View House on the South and to see how
much money the Town will appropriate for the same and how the
same shall be raised.
Thirty-first—To see if the Town will appropriate and raise the sum
of $1,138.00 for the improvement of the section of State aid road as
outlined in the report of the State highway commission, in addition to
the amounts regularly raised for the case of ways, highways and
bridges; the above amount being the maximum which the town is
allowed to raise under the provisions of section 19 of chapter 130 of
the Public Laws of 1913.
Thirty-second—To act on the petition of J. M. Hurley and fifteen
others to see if the Town will raise by assessment a sum of°money for
the purpose of placing furnace under the main building of the school
house in Lower Village, so that the building can be properly heated,
without the use.of two stoves in addition to the furnace, and hoW the
same shall be raised.
Thirty-third—To act on the petition of J. M. Hurley and thirteen
others to see if the Town will vote to raise a sum of money to equip
the lower village school house wjth flush closets and : how the same
shall; be raised.
Thirty-fourth—To see if the Town will vote to choose a Commis
sioner or Commissioners to have charge of the sewer of the Town,
and if so.what pay they shall receive and how the same shall oe
raised.
Thirty-fifth —To act on the petition of Edgar Towne and nine others
to sée if the Town will vote to raise a sum of money to ’ repair Townes
Bridge, so called, located on the old road, between the Landing and
Lower Village and if so, how much and how the same shall be raised.
Thjrty-sixth—To act on the petition of Frank T. Littlefield and
fourteen others, viz :—To see if the Town will vote to extend its elec
tric lighting system over and along High street and the Sanford foad
from its present terminus on High street to the residence of
Fred M. Littlefield on the Sanford road, and if so to see how much
money the town will vote to raise for the same and how the same
shall be raised, and to instruct the committee fo install such line.
Thirty-seventh—To act on the petition of Edwin I. Littlefield and
nine others to see if the Town will vote to raise the sum of eight
hundred dollars to repair the Alfred road between the house of Charles
W. Chesley and the house of John B. Littlefield at or near the num
ber ten school house, so called, and if so how the same shall be
raised.
Thirty-eighth—To act on the petition of John W. Lord and ten
ethers to see if the Town will vote to extend the concrete sidewalk on
Rrpwn street, along Brown street to the residence of Wm. Goodwin

(

and if so to appropriate money for the same and how the same shall,
be raised.
Thirty-ninth—To act on the petition of H. F. Curtis and thirteen
others to see if the Town will vote to extend thé concrete sidewalk on
Garden street at or near the corner of Berry’s paint shop, along Gar
den street to connect Main street at the post office and it su to appro
priate money for the same and how the same shall be raised.
Fortieth—To act on the petition of Frank M. Rpss and thirty-three
others, to see if the Town will vote to extend the concrete sidewalk
on Grove street at or near the residence of Eugene King, along Grove
street to the corner and across Park street to electric pole at the top
of Counterworks hill and if so to appropriate money for the same and
how the same shall be raised.
Forty-first—To act on the petition of S. H. Carle and twelve others ■
to see if the Town will vote to raise a sum of moriey to repair Down
ing, Thompson and Hatch bridges, so called, and if so to see how much
money the town will vote to raise for such purpose and how the same
shall be raised.
Forty-second—To act on the petition of J. Russell and twelve others
to see if the Town will vote to extend its commercial lighting system
through Alewive to the town line at Lyman and Kennebunkport, ' and
if so to see how much money the town will raise for said purpose and
how the same shall be raised. All the signers of the hbove petition
have agreed to become subscribers (meaning takers of electricity.)
Forty-third—To act on thfe petition of W. L. Gooch and ten others to
see if the Town will vote to raise a sum of money and how much to
repair Stoney Bridge and how the same shall be raised.
Forty-fourth—To act on the petition of John F. Curtis and nine
othèrs, to see if the Town will vote to install three hydrants on Beach
Avenue, one at or near the Narragansett hotel, one near or at the
Sagamore hotel, one St or near the Sea Side house, and to raise money
to pay for the same and how the same shall be raised.
Forty-fifth—To act on the petition of C. L. JDavis and nine others,
to see if the Town will vote to install a hydrant on York street near
the residence of Peter Anderson, raise money for the same and decide
how much money shall be raised.
1 Lastly—To act on any other business that may legally come before
said meeting.
The Selectmen hereby give notice that they will be in session at
their office in the town hall for the purpose of correcting the list of
voters on Saturday, February 28, A. D. 1914, from two to four o’clock
in the afternoon, and on the*day of said meeting from" eight to nine
o’clock in the forenoon.
Hereof fail not to make due service of this warrant, and a réturn of
your doings thereon at the time ànd place of this meeting.
Given under our hands at said Kennebunk this twenty-first day of\
February, A. D. 1914.
CHARLES C. PERKINS
FRED W. JONES
ABNER BOOTHBY, JR
Selectmen of the Town of Kennebunk.

vKennebunkport

Richmond, Va., where he will be for
some time.
The pulpit of the Baptist church was
occupied on Sunday by Charles A. Rush,
principal of the high school, Mr. Cain
being absent over the Sabbath.
The Ladies’ Class of the Methodist
Sunday School will give a baked bean
supper in the church vestry on Tuesday
evening, March 3d, at 6 o’clock, After
the supper a social time will be enjoyed.
Mrs.. Kate Deshon entertained a few
friends at her home on School street on
Tuesday, the occasion being her birth
day. She was the recipient of a number
of beautiful presents.
The Daughters of Wesley Organized
Class held their monthly business meet
ing and social in the Methodist parson
age on Tuesday evening. There was a
good attendance of members. Two new
members were admitted to the class.
Refreshments of sandwiches, cake and
cocoa were served.

Prc-Invcntory Sale
Special Values.
40 inch Lawn, value 20c. Sale Price
9c
50c Pillows, 18 inch, wash covers. Sale Price
25c
Burson Hose,’ odd lots value 20c. Sale Price
14c
Men’s Country Mittens, value 50c. Sale Price
25c
$1.00 House Dresses, sizes 34 and 36. Sale Price 49c
Bates Gingam remmants, v^luel21-2c. Sale Price 10c
York Chambrays, values 12 l-2c and 10c. Sale Price 7c
York Fine.CJiambrays, value 25c. Sale Price 12 l-2c
Seersucker Night Robes, value 75c. Sale Price
49c
Cotton Night Ropes, value 59c. Sale Price
39c
Labies’Neckwear, former brices 50c and 25c.
Sale'' Price 9c
Ladies’ Neckwear, former price 25c and 12 l-2c,
/ '
Sale Price 6c
Ladies’ Neckwear, former prices 10c to 25c.
z
‘
. Sale Price 4c
Beauty Pins and Scarf Pins
7c
Light Outing Remnants
6c
Toques, were 50c, $1.00 and $1.50 19c, 39c & 49c
Figured White Goobs, were 25c
12 l-2c
Bungalow Aprons
23c, 39c, 49c
Handkerchiefs
,
j
lc
Wash Cloths
lc
Big sale of FUR COATS, SUITS and SWEATERS.

THE BARGAIN STORE
What’s the matter with the ground
hog? He’s all right. Evidently he knew
what he was about when, on Candlemas
Day, having beheld his shadow clearly,
he turned back to sweet repose for an
indefinite period. And thus has another
146 MAI^I STREET. BIDDEFORD
saying of our wise forefathers been just
ified that, ‘ ‘As far as the sun shines in,
so far will the snow blow in.’’ February
is a short month, but Oh my! Well, it’s
more than half gone, anyhow.
Town high school basket ball teams
have added more scalps to their collec
tion. On Friday evening the boys’ team
beat that qf the Kennebunk high school
Up to-date Sight-Testing Specialists
by a score of 22 to 15. The girls’ team
was victorious over representatives of
168 MAIN ST., Crystal Arcade? BIDDEFORD
the Kennebunk school by 20 to 7, The
teams are planning to procure uniforms.
Phone 188-J
On Thursday evening Rev. D. B. Holt,
Superintendent of Portland district, will
Precision in Sight Testing. Immediate Attention to Repairs.
speak in the Methodist church at 7
o’clock. This is Dr. Holt’s final visit of
Accuracy in Lens Work. Modern Mountings Artificial Eyes.
this Conference year. At the close of
the public meeting the session of the
Saco Road
Fourth Quarterly Conference will be
held. The public is cordially invited to the
Mrs. D. W. Hadlock, the Enterprise
first meeting. Dr. Holt, as all wno have correspondent
has been ill the past
heard him know to their pleasure, is a week with bronchitis.
trained nurse
I / WIRING OF RESIDENCES a Specialty. We Carry Every
speaker of no mean ability, and always a as been in afcehdance Awitn
Dr. H. L.
has something worth while to say.
Kind of MAZDA LAMPS and a Large Line of ELECTRICAL
p-i rescott as physician. Mrs. Hadlock is
Miss Jennie Huff is in Lynn for an Shining siowly. Mr. and Mrs. R. A.
SUPPLIES, GAS and ELECTRIC FIXTURES
extended visit with friends.
Fiske nave also been witn the family.
High school sessions were omitted Mrs. Hannah Huff died last Friday at
--------- TELEPHONE -------on Thursday on account of the severely the Dome hi ner nephew Herbert Hen
cold weather, whicn made it impossible son, aged about io years. Mrs. Huff
187 Main St., SACO
161 Main St., BIDDEFORD
to heat the rooms occupied by them. suffered irom paralysis or the heart, be
Few were present in the other depart ing unable co swaiiow. bne has lived
the week in charge of the pas
Mrs. Bracket Hilton of Lynn, Mass.,
ments of the schoôl.
with ner nepnew and niece at tne Ben during
Rev. T. P. Baker,' were well at and Mrs. Sarah Noble of West Kenne
Valentine’s day was observed by the son's many years and was dearly beloved tor,
tended in spite of the severe weather. bunk were in town recently to attend
pupils of the grammar, intermediate being like a motner. »Sne was kindly and In
extra, services he was assisted the funeral of Joseph Hilton.
tenderly cared iqr during her sickness. by these
and primary grades on Friday.
Rev. Charles Pittman of Biddeford,
The correspondence of the watchful Mrs. iiurt was a bngnt, cneery woman Rev. Alexander Hamilton of Old Or There was a church sociable at the
representative ot the Enterprise, Mrs. liked by many inenas and deariy be chard and Rev. Mr.- Chambers of Ken residence of Mr. and Mrs. William
D. W. Hadlock, has been greatly missed loved oy the members ot tne Benson nebunkport. These meetings have been Shaw, Saturday evening, Feb. 14th in
for several weeks and her many triends tamily — Herbert ot Kennebunkport, helpful and have been enjoyed by those the interest of the chapel fund.
were pained to learn that she nad been Granville pi the West, Lydia who who were able to be in attendance.
suffering from a severe attack of bron lives at home and Mrs. Ku tn-b cone ot
Mr. E. j. Derby of Rock Ridge farm
chitis which necessitated care by a Biddeford and one great nephew, Elvin reports
a .visitor in the form of a carrier Kennebunk Lower Village
trained nurse. They are pleased to learn ¡Stone, conductor oh the Atlantic ¡Snore pigeon
which joined his flock of hens
that she is now rapidly inproving and K. R. Interment at Greenwood cemetery last week.
Although the door is left
The Advent parsonage was the scene
that indications are strong uiat sne will Biddeiord.
open and the bird has plenty of oppor
soon be herself again.
The Kennebunkport High School Bas tunity fof flight, it seems-to be satis of a pretty wedding on Wednesday
teams, girls and ooys again de fied with its present home. The band evening, the contracting parties being
Frank Atkins, who is spending the ket Balithe
Kennebunk Hign girls and bears thè number seven hundred ninety- Sylvia A, only daughter of Mr. and
winter in Boston, has been at home for feated
boys
at
tne
High ¡School bunding Friday five (795) which should aid in identifica Mrs. A. J. Moulton and Burton L.,
a few days, returning Tuesday after evening. This
youngest son of Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
is the second, ume our tion.
noon.
Robinson, all of this place. Rev. E. A.
teams nave defeated tne Kennebunks.
Frank Trott, who it in the employ of We have some very smart plyers es Mrs. Frank Hutchins, Sr., fell at her Goodwin performed the ceremony in
home last week, hurting one foot quite his usual impressive' manner, using the
an eldctric fight company at boston, pecially the girls.
badly.
s s
single Jring .service. The bride was
was laid aside by sickness last week.
Mrs. Frank Hutchins, Jr., with her prettily gowned in blue messaline with
The man who took his place lost his life
infant son, who has been in Portland lace trimmings. A reception followed
by being mangled in the machinery.
Town House
for the past few weeks, is visiting at when relatives and friends tendered
their congratulations. Among these
The funeral of Mrs. Hannah Huff took
the home of Frank Hutchins, Sr.
place from the residence of Herbert Accepting an invitation extended by Lincoln Day was observed with ap were the young people of the Loyal
Benson in thé Smith neighborhood on Ogunquit Grange, about f eighty-five
Workers’ Society of the Advent church
exercises at the schools. J. of
which the bride and groom are mem
Monday at 1 o’clock. Mrs. Huff was the members of Arundel Grange visited propriate
Frank
Seavey,
a
veteran
of
the
Civil
widow of Wayland Huff and they form them on Friday evening, Feb., 6. Work War, formerly of Melrose, Mass., now bers. Ice cream and cake Were served,
erly lived at Cape Porpoise. The services was exemplified in the third and fourth a resident of Cape Porpoise, visited the after which Mrs. E. A. Goodwin in a
manner read a poem from
were to have been held last ¿Saturday, but degrees. A bountiful supper was pro- schools
and made some appropriate re pleasing
Carleton’s Farip ballads. Many pretty
were postponed on account of the storm. vifiedv
marks
and
related
personal
experiences
Thé remains were placed in the tomb at Good Cheer Club met with Mrs. Lu which were of much interest to the and useful gifts attested the love and
esteem for the young couple. Mr. and
the Town House.
telie Hutchins last Wed. All day service. pupils.'
Mrs. Robinson will reside for the
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Clough, who Mr. C. W. B. Clough was in Portland Rev. D. B. Holt, district superintend present
with the groom’s parents and
have been making their home in Boston recently.
ent of the Methodist Episcopal church will be at home to friends after March
for some time, have returned to the Word has been recived from Miss will speak in the church on Friday even 1st. They have always lived here,
Port. Mr. Çlough will enter the employ Vera Stone at Higgins classical institute ing, Feb. 20th, at 7 o’clock. A very were graduates of the school of the
of Charles Ward.
that since, the .Ipss of their dormitory by cordial invitation has been extended to year’12 and have hosts of friends who»
Last Saturday’s storm was one of the fire the Higgins Home has been opened the public to attend the service on that wish them many happy years of wedded
old timers; About a foot and a half of for use of faculty and students, while evening. The business session of the life.
snow fell oh a level, that is, would have the Baptist people have loaned their Fourth Quarterly Conference will be Joseph G. S. Robinson of Clinton,
held after the dismissal of thè congre Mass., arrived in town Wednesday to
fallen on a level if it had not been for vestry for a dancing hall.
the high wind which ' prevailed. This The First Congregational Church held gation. Good and interesting reports attend his brother’s wedding.
caused the snow to drift badly and in a Circle with Mrs. Frank Ldmbard are anticipated from the various de Church-going people were compelled
places it piled up more than four feet in recently. A large number were present partments of church activity.
to remain indoors Sunday on account of
depth. Few péople were on the streets and a good time reported.
the heavy snow fall and drift.
Saturday, and they were only such as Miss Ruth Stone who has been with
Vivian Littlefield, who has been on
were compelled to be out. Only one mail her aunt, Mrs;: Shurman Merrill since
Wells Depot
the sick list, is somewhat improved.
was received during the day, that due1 last July has returned to her home at
at 11:58 A. M. The evening mais did
Miss Ruth Taylor has secured a fine There was no school Friday; the
not arrive until long after the office had Hollister, Mass.
teachers attending their convention at
situation in Gardiner.
closed, and they Were not distributed un A lecture in Parliamentary law at F.
Kittery.
Mr.
Charles
West
and
wife
of
Pine
til Monday morning. ^The rural delivery C. Hall was given Friday evening.
Hill were visitors of Mrs. George G. W. Mitchell is recovering slowly
carrier was able to make only half
Getchell, recently.
from his accident.
his trip. Sunday,was devoted to clearing
Mrs. Fred Fiel is caring for William Frdnk Atkins, who is employed in
Cape Porpoise
the streets and side walks. Church at
Wakefield, who is very sick.
Boston this winter; spent Sunday with
tendance was small owing to the diffi
cult traveling. , The electric cars were The ladies will hold a fair for the ben Joseph Hilton, a life long resident of his family. ■ *
rendering sadly demoralized service. efit of the Atlantic Hose company to be this place, passed away Thursday morn Charles Ward expects soon to launch
ing, Feb. 5th, aged 84. He leaves a the lobster vessel which he has bqilt
They did not get through to Cape Por given Saturday, Feb. 28.
poise until late in the day. The car leav Mrs. George Thorborn of Sanford is widow and two sons, Clarence A. Hil for Waterhouse & Hatch of Biddeford
ing Biddeford for the Town House at 3 spending some weeks with Mrs. Frank ton of this place and Harry P. Hilton Pool. Frank M. Emery will install one
of North Berwick. Funeral service at of his 32 h. p. engines in saipe. This
P. M. Saturday did not arrive until
his late residence occurred Saturday, will be one ot the best equipped lobster
4 A M. Sunday. The stalled passengèrs Wagner.
and railroad men were kindly treated Luther Emerson is visiting relatives Feb. 7. Rev. Joseph Lawrence offici boats on the coast.
ated, assisted by Rev. John Hatch. In Mrs. E. A. Goodwin’s normal class
by neighbors during the enforced delay in Boston and vicinity.
terment was at Ocean View cemetery. was well attended Tuesday evening.
on their trip.
The large fall of snow has given splen Mr. Joshua Hutchins, an aged resi The Ladies’ Missionary circle met The class will meet each second Tues
did opportunity for snowshoeing-, and dent, who for some time has been con Wednesday afterno n, February 11th, day in the month.
devotees of that sport have been en fined to his bed the greater part of the with Mrs. John Hatch.
time, has b.een much more feeble the
joying themselves greatly.
There was no service at the Baptist
Frank A. McKenney, son of Mr. and past week.
church, Sunday.
Mrs. Anthony McKenney of Wildes dis < The sqlvere snow storm of last Satur
Mrs. Caroline Colby Will stay with
trict, was in Newport News, Va., the day prevented any service^ at the
last of the week, and has now gone to church, Sunday. The prayer meetings Mrs. Joseph Hilton for the present.
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